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It is shown that the low-frequency oscillations of a collisionless, inhomogeneous, finite
pressure plasma comprise two wave types; these are similar to the Alfv('m waves and the slow 
magnetosonic waves in a homogeneous plasma. Instabilities due to spontaneous excitation of 
these oscillations in a finite-pressure plasma are considered. As in a homogeneous plasma, 
there is no interaction between resonance particles and the Alfvem waves in the approximation 
in which the ion Larmor radius is taken to be zero. However, these waves can be associated 
with a hydrodynamic instability if the plasma pressure is comparable with that of the magnetic 
field and if the temperature and density gradients are in opposite directions. A large class of 
plasma instabilities is associated with magnetosonic waves, these instabilities arising from 
resonance particle effects. Certain new plasma instabilities of this kind are considered. In 
general, these instabilities arise when the relative temperature gradient is comparable to, or 
greater than, the density gradient and is of opposite sign. The ion temperature instability of a 
finite-pressure plasma, known earlier for a low-pressure plasma in which a ln T /8 ln n > 1, 
is also discussed. It is shown that this instability disappears when the plasma pressure is 
greater than the magnetic pressure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MHD) reveals that 
there are two waves that can propagate in a uni
form conducting medium in a fixed magnetic field, 
these being the magnetosonic and the AlfvEm 
waves. [ 11 These rather simple wave modes have 
analogs in media for which the MHD description 
does not apply, for example, in a uniform colli
sionless plasma. In the present work we consider 
the waves that can propagate in an inhomogeneous 
collisionless plasma. As in the conventional MHD 
approach, we take the gas pressure P to be com
parable with the magnetic pressure B ff/87r. A 
plasma of this kind will be called a "finite-pres
sure'' plasma (in contrast with a plasma with 
small {3 = 81rP/B~, which is usually called a "low
pressure" plasma). 

The question of wave propagation in an inhomo
geneous plasma is closely related to the problem 
of plasma stability. This is due to one extremely 
interesting feature of these waves, the fact that 
they can be excited spontaneously. A number of 
earlier authors have considered the stability of an 
inhomogeneous finite-pressure plasma in papers 
which are reviewed in various surveys. [ 2• 31 These 
authors pave investigated plasma stability in the 
presence of current flow, anisotropy, curvature 

and other features whose role is fairly well known 
at the present time. In this connection it is of in
terest to consider the so-called "microinstabili
ties" of a finite-pressure plasma which have been 
investigated in [ 4- 81 • 

In the work cited above a number of simplifying 
assumptions1> have been made in order to over
come certain formal difficulties2> which arise in 
the analysis of a finite-pressure plasma. Because 
of the assumptions that have been made, the re
sults that have been obtained are useful for only 
relatively few cases in practice; specifically, the 
cases are a pinch in the absence of an external 
magnetic field, a long pinch in a magnetic field 
with lines of force that are straight and parallel, 
and a plasma in a curved magnetic field in which 
there is no shear. 

In the present work the investigation of oscilla
tions in a finite-pressure plasma is carried out 

1 >waves for which k· 8 0 = 0 are considered in [4 " 7]. In [8 ] 

waves for which k·Bo r 0 are considered but the temperature 
gradient is not introduced and it is also assumed that w >>wM; 
k is the wave vector and wM is the magnetic drift frequency 
(cf. Sec. 2). 

2>'rhe basic difficulty in the analysis of a finite-pressure 
plasma is the fact that the number of unknown perturbation 
functions is greater than in a low pressure t?lasma. 
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for arbitrary temperature and density gradients, 
arbitrary oscillation frequency w, and arbitrary 
magnetic drift frequency wM. The direction of the 
wave vector k with respect to the unperturbed 
magnetic field Bo is also arbitrary. 

Although a large number of authors have con
sidered waves in an inhomogeneous plasma, there 
are a number of reasons for which the problem we 
consider here has not yet been treated. One of 
these is the fact that in most present-day experi
ments in plasma physics it is only possible to ob
tain plasmas at extremely low pressures; for ex
ample, in Tokomak, according to [ 91 {3 = 87rP /Bg 
"' 10-5 whereas in the experiments carried out by 
Ioffe and his colleagues [ 10 1 we find f3 ,S 3 x 10-4• 

Thus, in most theoretical investigations as well as 
in other present-day experiments the parameter f3 
is taken to be very small (cf. for example, one of 
the recent reviews[ 111 and the literature cited 
therein). Another factor that has tended to inhibit 
the interest of theorists in plasmas with finite f3 
is the fact that the equations for this case are ex
tremely complicated as compared with the equa
tions that apply for a low-pressure plasma. How
ever, recent experimental work[ 12• 131 indicates 
that plasmas with finite f3 are becoming available. 

Recently, Mikhanovskil has carried out an 
analysis[ 141 in which waves in a plasma with finite 
f3 were investigated in the hydrodynamic approxi
mation. It was shown in this work that the low
frequency long-wave oscillations of an inhomo
geneous plasma (w « WBi. k2 Pi « 1 where WBi 
is the ion Larmor frequency and Pi is the ion 
Larmor radius) can be divided into two wave 
classes which are independent of each other and 
which are the analogs of the usual magnetoacous
tic waves and the Alfv€m waves. Mathematically, 
this procedure corresponds to separation of the 
general plasma oscillation equation into two inde
pendent equations in the limiting case w « WBi• 
k2pf « 1. The analysis in [ 141 is based on the use 
of the two-fluid hydrodynamic equations [ 151 which, 
in general, do not apply for the description of a 
collisionless plasma. Thus, in the final analysis, 
in order to investigate waves in an inhomogeneous 
finite-pressure plasma it is necessary to use a 
kinetic investigation. 

In the following sections of the present work we 
show that as in a uniform plasma, in an inhomo
geneous collisionless plasma at arbitrary pres
sure there are two wave modes which are the ana
logs of the magnetosonic waves and the Alfv€m 
waves. The analogy stems from the fact that the 
collisionless inhomogeneous plasma exhibits two 
oscillation branches. When the angle between the 

wave vector and the magnetic field is close to a 
right angle the dispersion relation is determined 
by the inhomogeneity of the plasma and the mag
netic field; in other directions of propagation the 
oscillations become the usual magnetosonic and 
AlfvEm waves. 

By virtue of the fact that the general oscilla
tion equation in the present problem can be divided 
into two independent equations, it is possible to 
carry out a limiting analysis of each wave mode, 
thereby simplifying the problem considerably. In 
this case one sees a less direct analogy between 
the "Alfven" wave observed in our case and the 
usual Alfven wave. It is found that the dispersion 
equation for these and other waves is quadratic in 
the oscillation frequency and does not contain ef
fects due to resonant interactions between the 
waves and particles. For this reason the analysis 
of the equation that describes the Alfven-type wave 
is rather simple (Section 3). 

The equation for the ''magneto sonic'' wave is 
found to be more complicated. As in the equation 
for the magnetosonic waves in a uniform plas-
ma, we find that this equation is transcendental in 
w. The analysis of instabilities due to excitation of 
magnetosonic waves (Sees. 4-6) shows that in gen
eral a finite value of f3 exerts a stabilizing effect. 
Nevertheless, in certain cases the finite pressure 
can lead to the excitation of magnetosonic waves. 

2. GENERAL ANALYSIS OF LOW-FREQUENCY 
LONG-WAVE OSCILLATIONS 

We assume that the plasma is located in a mag
netic field whose lines of force are parallel and 
straight B 0 II z. Particle collisions are neglected. 
The equilibrium distribution function for each par
ticle species (ion and electrons) is assumed to be 
approximately Maxwellian. The magnetic field, 
density, and temperature of the plasma are inho
mogeneous in the x direction. We shall investi
gate the oscillations of a plasma of this kind as
suming that all perturbed quantities depend on co
ordinates and time in accordance with the relation 

exp ( -iwt + i ~ kx(x)dx + ikyy + ik,z). 

The oscillation frequency w is assumed to be 
small compared with the ion cyclotron frequency 
WBi and the wave number kx is assumed to be 
large compared with the reciprocal scale of the 
plasma inhomogeneity. As is well known, these 
restrictions simplify the problem considerably and 
allow the use of the WKB method. [ 16 - 18 l 

When the conditions listed above are introduced 
we can relate the frequency and wave vector by an 
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equation which has been derived earlier in [ 8 J. 

This equation is 

a2 c2k2w-2- 82 - 82a = 0. 
aa - 82a c2k 2w-2- e3 

The following notation has been used: 

4ne2 ~ 
eo= k2T; l;no[1-10 (Z;)e-Z;] 

4ne2 ~ 
- ~. k2T lno (~Jo2(kzVz + wMe)>, 

,, e 

~ 4ne2 ~ ( 21110 ) 
a2 = L.J --lnowM ~e --

i, e XBT \ S ' 
4ne2 ~ 

a3 =- ~-T-ln0 (~v,102), 
i, e 

~ 4ne2 ~ ( 2ldo ) 
a23 = L.J -T -lnowM ~ev,--- . 

i, e W'XB \ S 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The summation in (2.2) is taken over the ions and 
electrons and the subscripts have been omitted on 
the summation signs. The operator f operates on 
the density and temperature functions and is given 
by 

The symbol ( ... ) means averaging over a Max
wellian distribution function normalized to unity, 

i.e.' 

M 'I co M 2 co 

<.. .) = (-)' ~ exp( -~) dv, ~ e-'de( .. . ), (2.4) 
, 2nT 1 -co , 2T 0 

where E, as in (2.2) is Mv l!2T. The other nota
tion in (2.2) is as follows: 

k 2T; 
Z;=---, 

M;WBi 2 

WM is the magnetic drift frequency 

XB = f) ln B I ax, 

J is the Bessel function with argument ~, I 0 is the 
Bessel function with imaginary argument, no is the 
unperturbed density, T is the temperature, M is 
the particle mass, v z and v 1 are the longitudinal 

and transverse components of the particle velocity, 
e is the charge of the electron and the subscripts 
e and i refer to electrons and ions respectively. 
Below we make use of the notation v~ = 2T /M. 

Using some familiar properties of determinants, 
we replace the first row of the determinant in (2.1) 
by its sum with the second row multiplied by KB 
and the third row multiplied by kz· The analogous 
operation is then carried out with the first column. 
As a result, (2.1) becomes 

iV1 iV2 iVa 
N2 c2k2w-2- e2 -a2a =0. 
Na -a2a c2k2w-2 - e:t 

(2.5) 

Here 

4ne2 ~ ( ( 21 2 + T;w l;no ~iBWMi(W- kzvz) 1o-T)), (2.6) 

It follows from (2. 5) and (2. 6) that so long as 
k2 PI « 1 (and obviously k2c 2 « wi:>e which is a 
consequence of k2pi « 1, {3 » Me/Mi), the ele
ments N1, N2 and N3 are small, going as k2pi (or 
as k2c2 I wi:>e if w > k z vTe) as compared with the 
elements of the 2 x 2 matrix in the lower right of 
the determinant of (2.5). Hence, in the lower-order 
approximation in the parameter k2pf the disper
sion equation (2.5) divides into two equations: 

I c2k2fw2- e~o) 

-a~~) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where, in the elements E 2, a 23 , E3 and N1 we keep 
only the lower-order terms in k2pi (this is de
noted by the superscript zero). 

The splitting of the dispersion equation for the 
low-frequency longwave oscillations into two equa
tions is well known in the theory of a uniform 
plasma. [ 19 J One of these equations describes the 
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Alfven waves and the other describes the magneto
sonic waves. This kind of splitting of the disper
sion equation into two equations was indicated ear
lier for the analysis of oscillations in a low-pres
sure inhomogeneous plasma {3 « 1 (cf. [ 20 l). The 
analysis given above shows that this property of 
the oscillations holds for an arbitrary value of the 
parameter {3 (this result was first obtained through 
the use of a hydrodynamic analysis in [ 14 l ). 

It has been assumed in the derivation of (2 .1) 
that the oscillations exhibit a low phase velocity 
w/k1 << vT, cA so that we have omitted terms of 
order w/k1 cA, w/kzvT. (If this is not the case, 
w ~ kiV T, k1 cA the drift effects are not import
ant.) For this reason (2.8) does not contain 
branches that correspond to the fast magnetosonic 
wave in a uniform plasma. (In particular, in or
der to exhibit this wave it is necessary to retain 
the term c2 /c~. in E2.) Hence, in neglecting effects 
due to the inhomogeneity Eq. (2. 8) describes only 
the slow magnetosonic waves (frequently called ion 
sound). The wave in (2.8) for which the inhomo
geneity is important will be called the drift mag
netosonic wave. 

In concluding this section we show that there is 
another form of the equation which describes the 
drift magnetosonic wave; this will be used together 
with (2.8), below. We replace the third column in 
the determinant in (2.1) by its sum with the first 
column divided by kz. Then the third row is re
placed by its sum with the first row of the deter
minant divided by kz. We then multiply the sec
ond row of the determinant obtained in this way by 
- KB/kz and add it to the third row. As a result we 
obtain the determinant I aikl, in which, in the ap-

. t' k2 2 proxima wn Pi- 0, the terms a13 = a 23 = 0 as a 
consequence of the relations 

(2.9) 

Thus, we see that the dispersion equation divides 
into two independent equations, one of which corre
sponds to the magnetosonic wave 

(2.10) 

It will be evident that (2. 8) and (2.10) are two ways 
of writing the same equation. 

3. ALFVEN-LIKE WAVES 

It is clear from (2. 7) and (2.8) that the simplest 
wave is that in (2. 7). Writing (2. 7) in explicit form 
we have 

where 
8lnT;,e 

't'· ----'
,,e- alnP· e' 

I, 

CA is the Alfven velocity and 

• kyT; 
Wp; = ---Xp;, 

M;WBi 

8lnP; 
Xp; = --a:;-. 

(3.1) 

It is evident that if kz is not too small these 
are the usual Alfven waves of a uniform plasma; 
when kz approaches zero the frequency of these 
waves is modified appreciably by drift effects. For 
this reason, the wave in (2. 7) may be called the 
drift Alfven wave. In the limit kz = 0 the equation 
in (3.1) coincides with the corresponding equation 
obtained by Tserkovnikov. [ 4 l For any value of kz 
this equation describes stable oscillations so long 
as 

1 ( ~ \2 
't'; >-2p 1 + 2) ' (3.2) 

this relation having also been obtained in [ 4l for 
the case kz = 0. 

In the limit kz = 0 and V'T = 0 Eq. (3.1) has 
two roots: the first coincides with the ion drift 
frequency w~i: 

• kyT; 
Wn; = -.--I Xn;, 

J.Y. iWBi 

alnni 
Xni = ---

8x ' 

and the second coincides with the magnetic drift 
frequency wMi· In what follows the oscillations 
corresponding to the first root will be called the 
drift ion wave and the oscillations described by 
the second root will be called the magneto-drift 
ion wave. 

As kz increases, the frequency of the drift ion 
waves increases, reaching a value of order kzCA; 
the frequency of the magneto-drift ion waves in
creases to a quantity of order kzCA· The depend
ence of the frequency of the Alfven-like wave on 
kz for V'T = 0 is given in the figure, where Wdr is 
the ion drift frequency, which is taken to be nega
tive. 

4. MAGNETOSONIC-LIKE WAVES FOR 
I w - WMe € I> kz VTe 

When I w- wMeE I > kzvTe Eq. (2.8) divides into 
two simpler equations: 

(4.1) 

8~· 0> = 0, (4.2) 
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where the superscripts on E 2 and E 3 indicate that 
these elements are taken at kz = 0 and k2p~ = 0. 

Equation (4.1) was obtained and studied for ar
bitrary values of 

8lnT/8lnn=Yj 

in [ 41 • In particular, when f3 < 1 the oscillations 
described by this equation are unstable if 

1'111> 1. (4.3) 

Equation ( 4. 2) has been treated by Krall and 
Rosenbluth for the case 'VT = 0. [ 61 In this case the 
equation has a solution that corresponds to unsta
ble oscillations characterized by 

Im w / Re w ~ M.e-21~ I ~Mi. 

This instability is due to resonance ions, the con
tribution of which in E~0 • O> is small (going as 
Me/Mi). Thus, taking account of terms of order 
(kzVTe)/w)2 for small but finite kz [as for 
kzVTelw ..2: (Me/Mi)112J should lead to an import
ant change in the growth rate. For small but finite 
values of f3 and kz VTel w « 1, the introduction of 
terms of order k~vfe/w2 in Eq. (4.2) leads to the 
following equation: 

~ , . T.{Me~ 1 lenol e = mw - --l;noT; -1 ---1 e-w/w M • 

T; M; W.Mi 

kz2 [le(W.MeTeno) ] 2 ~ no 1 ·} + -- -- l---e-W 00 Mi 

W2Me le(WMeno) 1 lwM;j 
(4.4) 

When kzvTelw "?., Me/Mi in which case terms con
taining kz become more important, the instability 
criterion assumes the form 

-r>O. (4.5) 

Under these conditions the growth rate is small 
compared with the frequency, going as 

1 ( kzVT \ 2 
- --I e-21~ 
~ w J . 

Thus, the instability criterion for perturbations 
characterized by I w- WMeE I > kzVTe is repre-

sented by the combination of (4.3) and (4.5). The 
branches in (4.1) and (4.2) do not separate at 
larger values of kz· Thus, by writing kz ~ w/vTe 
one can obtain an estimate of the effect of shear in 
the lines of force, which has an important effect 
on the instabilities treated above. To introduce 
shear in the present equations we must make the 
substitution kz - k11 = k · B 0/B 0 and take k 11 to be 
a function of the coordinates, which vanishes at 
some point x = x 0 .[ 16• 171 In the vicinity of this 
point 

x-Xo 
ku(x) ~ ki.--8, 

a 

where a is the characteristic scale size of the 
plasma inhomogeneity while e is a dimensionless 
parameter which characterizes the shear of the 
magnetic field. Under these conditions, for waves 
characterized by w ~ WM the criterion w < kzVTe 
means 

UM X- Xo 
--~---8 
Vre a (4.6) 

(uM = WM/ky is the magnetic drift velocity). 
Everywhere, the quantity x - x 0 is to be replaced 
by the smallest possible value of the localization 
dimension of the perturbation. [ 2• 111 When y ~ w 
this dimension is of the order of 1/k1. At the 
limits of applicability of the present analysis 
klPi ~ 1. Hence, a rough criterion for the effect 
of shear on instabilities such as those in (4.1) is 

8 > (.M. I M;) •;,~. (4. 7) 

5. MAGNETOSONIC-LIKE WAVES FOR kzVTi 
« lw-wMEI «kzVTe 

We now consider (2. 8) under the conditions 

Effects due to resonance electrons are small, 
going as w/kzVTe• and can be neglected. Under 
these conditions Eq. (2. 8) can be written in the 
form 

~/ l~ noW Me+ Te ~~ ( r BWM;e-•de) 
eno e--- -- i no J 

(J T; 0 w- WMiB 

" ( WMe \ 
X leno 1 - -- I = 0. 

(I) J 
(5.1) 

At small values of f3 one of the roots of this 
equation is approximately the same as the one as
sociated with the electron drift branch which is 
well-known in the theory of a low-pressure plas
ma:[ 161 . 

(I)= Wne. (5.2) 
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It is also known that taking account of resonance
electron interactions with this wave leads to damp
ing when a In Tela In Il{) > 0 and to growth when 
a In T e /a ln no < 0, r 21l the growth rate being of 
order 

(5.3) 

We now wish to evaluate the role of small 
terms [of order {3] in the oscillations described 
by (5.2). The chief effect is the resonance inter
action of ions with the oscillations. We find 

w:e2 1 + Ti/Te + 2't/~ J 2 Te } y= -n exp ---'t 
jwMel (1+T;/Te) 2 t ~ T; . 

(5.4) 

It is evident that the ions can exhibit a resonance 
interaction with the waves when a ln T ;a In n0 
> - 1. Under these conditions the oscillations are 
damped for any positive a In T /a In no and also 
when -{3 < TJ < 0; the oscillations can only be ex
cited when -1 < TJ < -{3. 

It is of interest to compare this result with 
(4.5) which indicates growth of the analogous drift 
wave for TJ > 0 and w > kzVTe· Physically, these 
two waves differ in the sign of the energy. r 22 1 For 
the waves in (4.4) 

2 • 
Wpe ( Wpe ) Re es(OJ = -- 1 - -- , 

w2 w 

so that the wave energy is negative, 
w....., w a Re E~o>;aw < 0, whereas in the case de
scribed by (5.2) 

and w > 0. Thus, in both cases the ions exchange 
energy with the wave, causing excitation in the 
first case and damping in the second. 

If {3 » 1, Eq. (5.1) reduces to the following 
(w « WMi• WMe): 

~ imo2 Te ~ ( no ) ~ 1 
le(noWMe) ~ 4no2 T; l; lwMd' (leno)2 (1+Te/T;)2. 

(5.5) 

It then follows that 

Re w = Wpe•, (5.6) 

(5.7) 

where K T = a In T ;ax. If T i = T e = T, it is easily 
shown by means of (5. 7) that the oscillations are 
unstable only when TJ < -1. When Ti > Te it is 
interesting to note that the growth rate (5. 7) can 
be positive (instability) even for TJ > 0, so long as 

1 + T;/Te 
'I'J > T;/Te-1. 

(5.8) 

We now consider the other solutions of Eq. (5.1). 
We shall show that even when {3 « 1 this equation 
can have one root whose frequency depends on the 
magnetic drift frequency WM· This result is 
shown in the following analysis, which applies for 
arbitrary values of {3. 

We assume that w « WMi· In this case the in
tegral in (5.1) is given approximately by 

r EWMie-•de { W ( WMi . . )} J ----~- 1+- ln-+msignWMi . 
0 Ol - WMi£ WMi (J) 

(5.9) 

Substituting (5. 9) in (5.1) we have 

{ T; Xp [ ~ ( Te \ Xn2 ]\ 
·W=-wM;exp ----- -- 1+- +-2 f · 

Te Xn- XT - 2 \ T; Xp 

(5.10) 
The condition for the existence of these branches 
reduces to the requirement 

1 > (TJ- 1) (TJ + 1) > 0. (5.11) 

It is evident that w/wMi < 0 so that there is no 
resonance interaction between the ions and these 
waves. In order to find the growth rate or the 
damping rate it is necessary to consider the inter
action with resonance electrons. In this case, 
(5.10) is replaced by 

{ T; Xp ~- Xn2 
w=-wM;exp ----

Te 'Xn- 'XT Lxp2 

+ 1_ (t + Te _ piit Wn/-.WT//2 l) 
2 T f lk -· f· i zl VTe 

(5.12) 

This branch is stable when TJ ~ 1 and unstable when 
TJ < -1. 

The oscillation frequency becomes comparable 
with WMi at the limits of applicability of Eq. (5.10). 
Hence one might expect that when TJ » 1 this 
branch will exhibit a frequency greater than wMi· 
That this is actually the case can be demonstrated 
by the following analysis. 

Writing w » WMi• we find that the integral in 
(5.1) is approximately .. 

\ 8WM;e-B WMi 
J---de~-
0W- WMiE W • 

(5.13) 
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Substituting this result in (5.1) and writing 
w « w:£>e• w~i• {3 « 1, 1J » 1, we obtain the quad
ratic equation . 

WpeWMi 
W2 - WWne0 

----,..----- = 0. 
1 + Ti/Te 

(5.14) 

When 1J < 2/{3 the larger root of this equation 
yields the branch in (5.2) while the smaller is 

81nP WMi 
w=---- .. 

81n n 1 + TJTe 
(5.15) 

It is evident that this last branch is large com
pared with WMi because when 1J » 1 and 1J ,..., 1 it 
is of the order of (5.10). This means that the os
cillations in (5.10) and (5.15) derive from the same 
branch. It is interesting to note that the branch in 
(5.15) can also be obtained on the basis of a mac
roscopic analysis. 

If resonance electrons are taken into account, 
using (2.8) we obtain the following equation in 
place of (5.14) 

Thus, the imaginary part of the frequency (5.15) is 

(Re·w) 2l; olnTe 
Imw= , I k, I Vre {)In n 

(5.17) 

that is to say, this branch is unstable for large 
positive values of 8 ln T e/8 ln n. 

6. ION TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY OF A 
FINITE-PRESSURE PLASMA 

In carrying out the analysis above for magneto
sonic waves we have assumed that the ions do not 
move along the magnetic field. We now wish to in
troduce effects associated with the longitudinal 
motion of the ions. In this case, assuming 
w « kzVTe in (2.8) and neglecting terms of order 
w/kzVTe we have 

- 1 ~ wno , 
2 + iin-li--<vl>> 

no I k, I Vri 

.-1j31~ (J) ?.1 
-lf:rt-- --linowM----<e-H > 

<•lJJ~ 2 no I k, I Vri 

[ ~ WM ] 2} . 
- lino lkzlvr (eW) = U, 

where W = W ( I w - E WM I /kz VTe) is the Cramp 
function. [ 23 ] 

(6.1) 

The imaginary terms in Eq. (6.1) describe the 
resonance interaction between the ions and the 
waves as in Sec. 5. Here, we shall only be inter
ested in effects which derive from the longitudinal 
motion of the ions; we rewrite Eq. (6.1) neglecting 
imaginary terms and also assuming that {3 « 1 

and w » WMi: 

I Xu X121· -0· 
X21 Xzz - ' 

• ( k2 2)' *+ . Xu= 1+-~_r:__- WMi +~ (1-~n~-J' 
<•J w 2w2 w 1 

(6.2) 

x22 = WMi [ 2Wn • _±~{- _ 2 WMi_ 

(J) - (I) (I) 

X ( 1 + k,22VT2i2) r, 1- w;, + 2wr· ')l_, ' 
\ (t) (I) ' 

. WMi r Wn° + ·WT* 
x,2=X21=-- 1---------

(1) L <•J 

(6.3) 

In general terms that describe the longitudinal 
ion motion are small, going as k2zv\/ w2; how
ever, the contribution of these terms in the dis
persion equation can be important in the presence 
of a large temperature gradient, such that 

(6.4) 

On the other hand, the presence of a large temper
ature gradient not only enhances the relative im
portance of the longitudinal ion motion but also in
creases the effect of magnetic drift. The latter 
phenomenon is important when wrwMfw2 ,..., 1 
[ cf. Eq. ( 5.14)). 

Assuming that w'T » w~ we can neglect unity 
in the curved brackets in (6.3). In this case Eq. 
(6. 2) reduces to the cubic equation 

•wr* WMi k,2vri2wr* w3+w-2--+ 2 =0. (6.5) 

Equation (6. 5) differs from the corresponding dis
persion equation obtained by Rudakov and Sag
deev, [ 2] which describes the ion temperature in
stability, in that the present equation contains the 
magnetic drift. The latter reduces the instability 
region. The stabilization effect appears when the 
following condition is satisfied: 

(6.6) 

Up to this point we have been investigating the 
magnetosonic-like wave in the region I w- wMiE I 
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> kzVTi· Now, making use of Eq. (6.1) we wish to 
consider the effect of finite f3 in the frequency re
gion I w- WMi I« kzVTi· For zero values of f3 
(WMi "" 0) Eq. (6.1) becomes the dispersion equa
tion obtained by Galeev, Oraevskil, and Sagdeev[ 24 l 

in the region w /kz vTi < 1. It follows from [ 24 l that 
in investigating this instability one must retain 
second-order terms in w/kzvTi· In this approxi
mation Eq. (2.10) becomes 

(6.7) 

As in [ 21 l we assume f3 « 1 but take account of the 
effects due to finite f3. 

We use the condition 

(6.8) 

which, as will be shown below [Eqs. (6. 9) and 
(6.10)] is a necessary condition for the existence 
of a solution of Eq. (6.7). This solution is of the 
form 

~r£ ( *2 + . . 7 0 2 ) -4 Wn Wn WT -4.-WT '. 

As in the case f3 - 0, this equation holds only 
when TJ "" 2 because if this condition is not satis
fied the original assumption w « kz VTi is vio
lated. Making use of this situation we can write 
Eq. (6. 9) in the following approximate form 

k 2vT .z - ( 1] 
uJ = __:__,:...._ + WMi(Jt- 3)- i)1:rt lk,IVTi 1--:;-). 

Wn ...... 

(6.10) 

It then follows that magnetic drift is not important 
when f3 < 1 in the frequency region I w - WM I 
« kzVTi· The absence of a stabilizing effect due 
to magnetic drift in the present case follows be
cause of the relatively small contribution made by 
this term in the dispersion equation (~wMi/kz vTi 
« 1). However, it is reasonable to expect that 
there will be a stabilization due to the magnetic 
drift[ 24 l when wMi » kzvTi· 

It is found that the oscillation frequency com
puted from Eq. (6.1) in the case w « kz vTi, wMi 
» kzVTi• f3 < 1 does not satisfy the original as
sumption (this frequency is found to be equal to 
the magnetic drift frequency, violating the condi
tion WMi » w). Consequently, in this region there 
are no stable or unstable oscillations. The rela
tively large value of the magnetic drift WMi 
» kzvTi leads to stabilization of the instability[ 24 l 

in the region w « kz VTi• which corresponds to a 
value of f3 that is not too small, more precisely 

(6.11) 

This last result indicates the possibility of stabili
zation of the instabiliti 24 l when {3 > 1. 

Writing w < max(kzvTi• WMi) in Eq. (6.1) we 
see that terms with w can be neglected in the 
Kramp function W. The quadratic terms in W can 
be omitted since they appear with a small weight
ing factor ~ w2 /(kzvTl· As a result we obtain an 
equation which is linear in w: 

ul = ~~- -~-IJ_'r'_i_ + }!_y'/'__;_ !_In (_':ow Mz- < E2W) \ . 
'Y:rt ~ <e2W) M;Wni ax VTi 

(6.12) 

The case kzVTi » w corresponds to oscilla
tions of a homogeneous plasma with damping rate 

(6.13) 

We note that the damping rate given by this for
mula y ~ w~. Hence, in analyzing oscillations 
characterized by w ~ w~, in Eq. (6.12) we must 
expand the function W in the small argument 
kzvTi/wM « 1 so that 

ikzVT 
(e2W) = -_- ( 1 + i:n; :<;;ign <uMi), (6.14) 

'f:n:wM 

where sign WMi = WMil I WMi 1. Substituting (6.14) 
in (6.12) we have 

Wp;* ( 1 - in sign WMi) 
(J) = - --------'-

1 + i:n: sign WM; 
(6.15) 

It then follows that Im w < 0, that is to say, the 
oscillations are damped. We also see that the ion 
temperature instability disappears in a plasma in 
which {3 > 1. 

Let us summarize the results of the present 
section. As we- have noted above, the existence of 
a large temperature gradient enhances the rela
tive importance of effects such as magnetic drift 
and motion of the ions along the lines of force. In 
the case of the ion temperature instability these 
effects appear in a competitive way: the longitudi
nal ion motion favors the instability while the mag-
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netic drift is a stabilizing factor. As a consequence 
of the competition between these two effects the 
case w » kz VTi exhibits a stabilization condition 
given by (6. 6) while the case w « kz vTi exhibits a 
stabilization condition given by (6.11). 

In a plasma in which {3 « 1 effects due to mag
netic drift are small, going as {3, and as a conse
quence these effects can be important only when 
there is another small parameter in addition to {3 
in the problem. (For example, in the region 
w « kz VTi this small parameter is the quantity 
kzVTi/WTi .) However, if {3 ?., 1 the ion tempera
ture instability disappears for any kz. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The results obtained in the present work may 
be summarized as follows: 

1. Possible longwave instabilities of a finite
pressure plasma can be associated with the exci
tation of two wave modes-AlfvEm-like drift waves 
or drift waves associated with the magnetosonic 
branch. 

2. In the approximation used here k2 PI- 0 the 
Alfven-like waves are not damped and are not ex
cited for any 17 if {3 < 1; in a plasma in which 
{3 .G 1 these waves are associated with a hydrody
namic instability if T satisfies the condition oppo
site to that given in (3.2). 

3. From the point of view of plasma stability 
theory the most interesting result concerns drift 
magnetosonic waves. In particular, these waves 
are to be associated with the ion temperature in
stability in a plasma for which {3 « 1 and 
Yl > 2. [ 21' 24] 

The analysis shows that as {3 increases the in
stability remains up to {3 ~ 1; the instability dis
appears when {3 > 1. 

4. In a plasma in which {3 « 1 it is possible to 
have oscillations which are sensitive to the mag
netic drift velocity of the particles. The charac
teristic frequency for these oscillations is of 
order 

These oscillations can lead to an instability if 
8 In T / 8 In n 0 -1- 0. 

5. The plasma instability indicated in [ 4J for 
the case kiiB 0 is evidently unimportant in the case 
in which the magnetic field exhibits shear if the 
criterion in (4. 7) is satisfied. 
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